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of older roommates the others knew to be experienced at managing money. That left seven others. Each of them was assigned one day of the week for general clean-up, AND one day for preparing the evening meal. Eventually, he says, some menu patterns emerged.

"All the cooks had one or two specialty meals each, so that simplified shopping and helped us get the quantities right. I seem to remember preparing a lot of spaghetti sauce for my turns."

Strangely enough, no one remembers being cramped for space (it was a big basement!). If there were big fights, no one’s breaking the silence. Everyone remembers meals, both for the fare (good stuff and not so good) and the conversation and community.

The Schaaps (’70) lived just upstairs, but we were in our own little world, a young couple with a new baby, Andrea Jane (’98), and me with a brand new job—a college prof.

When these guys remember those days the way they do, I sure wish that once-in-a-while I could have been a fly on the wall, because I’m sure those meal-time discussions would have been worth the price of admission.

Several of them mentioned not remembering any tough times really, no nasty entanglements or sparring matches. They all remember a score of blessings.

Dr. Bill Van Groningen was not only a campus cop in 1978, he was also the point man for the whole Kibbutz. After all, they were all boarding in his parents’ house. Today, he’s a dean of students at Trinity Christian College. After reminiscing about life in the basement of that big house on South Main, he couldn’t help summarizing:

“I, for one, was taking five philosophy courses and one upper level math course in the fall and practice teaching in the spring. And the girl I’ve still never been able to get over agreed to marry me that October. Maybe we were too focused on matters beyond the basement to get too fussed by each other down there. Still, I now look back on that gift of kibbutz comradery as an all too rare gift of congenial community.”

JAMES CALVIN SCHAAF (’70)

FROM THE BREADBASKET TO THE BRONX

Adam Vander Stoep’s home community in Lyon County, Iowa, is different from New York City in most every regard, but Vander Stoep (’15) feels prepared for his new job as an assistant district attorney in the Bronx.

Like many born-and-bred residents of Northwest Iowa, Vander Stoep graduated from Western Christian High School in Hull, Iowa, in 2011 before enrolling at Dordt College. He chose to double major in criminal justice and political science to prepare himself for law school.

“I knew I wanted to become a lawyer already when I was in high school,” says Vander Stoep. His father, who has worked in law enforcement for decades and who currently serves as the Lyon County sheriff, played an influential role in this decision.

“As a young kid, I talked a lot with my dad about what he did at work; I went along on rides in his patrol car; I talked with his coworkers; and I saw the role that lawyers played in the criminal justice system,” he says. Those experiences instilled
in him a strong interest in the law and a dream of becoming a criminal prosecutor.

"As a freshman in college, I reached out to Criminal Justice Professor Donald Roth because he was a lawyer," says Vander Stoep. Roth met with him regularly to talk about law school and offered tutoring sessions as he prepared for law school entrance exams.

"Adam and I regularly worked through LSAT problems together," says Roth. "Adam also applied himself as a founding member of the debate team at Dordt, developing oral advocacy skills to go along with the critical thinking skills that he was sharpening."

Vander Stoep got his first taste of what working in law might be like when he interned for a year with a Lyon County attorney. He helped conduct research and began to understand the criminal justice process from a practical perspective. He also worked as a summer research student under Roth.

"That work really helped me transition into law school," says Vander Stoep.

Vander Stoep also appreciated the supportive community he became a part of at Dordt. "My professors at Dordt pushed me academically, and the culture at Dordt was one where you were not on your own," says Vander Stoep.

Following Dordt, Vander Stoep enrolled at the University of Iowa College of Law.

"I chose to study law at the University of Iowa because it was close to home and because it has a reputation for being well-respected in the legal field," he says. "The law classes at Dordt were a very good primer for law school."

The Bronx is a long way from Iowa, but marrying a law school classmate from the East Coast brought it closer.

"My wife Cecilia was offered a job at a big law firm in New York City, so I started looking for jobs out there too. Eventually I was offered a job as an assistant district attorney in the Bronx, where I started working in September of 2018," Vander Stoep says. "I have learned so much about the procedural aspects of criminal law here in New York—more than I could have imagined when I first began a few months ago."

"When I told my law school professors that I graduated from Dordt, they responded that Dordt puts out hardworking students who are committed to the things they do," says Adam Vander Stoep.

Only 12 percent of New York City’s population resides in the Bronx, but 36 percent of the city’s violent crimes happen there. And even though crime rates are currently lower than they have been in previous years, the Bronx is no Lyon County.

"I felt prepared legally to work in New York, but the magnitude does take some getting used to," says Vander Stoep.

So far, Vander Stoep enjoys his new work environment very much.

"I greatly appreciate the fact that there are so many different levels of experience and different perspectives amongst my co-workers," says Vander Stoep. "There are people from the West Coast, and people from the East Coast, and they have different views on criminal justice and being a prosecutor than I do, as a Northwest Iowan."

Though he isn’t certain where his job will take him in the future, Vander Stoep is pretty sure he wants to be a career criminal prosecutor.

"Becoming a lawyer takes a lot of school and a lot of studying—four years of college, three years of law school, studying for the law school admission test and the bar exam—but it is so rewarding. All of the time and effort does pay off."

"The Bronx is one of the most challenging jurisdictions in the United States in terms of the load that the criminal justice system faces there," says Roth. "Adam’s passion and drive in pursuing his legal aspirations are a critical part of what got him to the Bronx, and they will be vital in helping him thrive in this challenging calling."

LYDIA MARCUS (’17)